12	THE   START
Some sacks of old clothes which we took out for gifts proved
most  valuable.    Among   late  arrivals  that  clamoured   for '
peculiar consideration were the scientific outfits, which attained
to gigantic proportions.   S., who had studied at one time at
University College Hospital, was our doctor, and the medical
and surgical stores were imposing: judging from the quantity
of bandages, we were each relied on to break a leg once a month.
Everybody had photographic gear; the geologist appeared with
a huge pestle and other goods;   there was anthropological
material for the preserving of skulls; the surveying instruments
looked as if they would require a ship to themselves; while
cases of alarming size arrived from the Admiralty and Royal
Geographical Society, containing sounding machines and other
mysterious articles.   The owners of all these treasures argued
earnestly that they were of the essence of the expedition, and
must be treated with respect accordingly.    Then of course
things turned up for which everyone had forgotten to allow room,
such as spare electric lamps, also a trammel and seine, each of
fifty fathoms, to secure fish in port.   Before we finally sailed a
large consignment appeared of bonded tobacco for the crew,
and the principal hold was sealed by the Customs, necessitating
a temporary sacrifice of the bathroom for last articles.
This packing of course all took time, especially as nothing
could be allowed tp get wet, and a rainy or stormy day hung
up all operations. Finally, however, on the afternoon of
February 28th, 1913, the anchor was weighed, and we went
down Southampton Water under power. We were at last off for
Easter Island!
We had a good passage down the Channel, stopped awhile
at Dartmouth, for the Brixham men to say good-bye to their
families, and arrived at Falmouth on March 6th. Here there
was experienced a tiresome delay of nearly three weeks* The wind,
which in March might surely have seen its way to be easterly,,
and had long been from that direction, turned round and blew
a strong gale from the south-west. The harbour was white
with little waves, and crowded with shipping of every descrip-
tion, from battleships to fishing craft. Occasionally a vessel
.would venture out to try to get round the Lizard, only to
return beaten by the weather. We had while waiting the sad
privilege of rendering a last tribute to our friend Dr» Thomas

